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SUMMARY
Usher syndrome-associated retinitis pigmentosa (RP) causes progressive retinal degeneration, which has no cure. The pathomechanism

of Usher type 1B (USH1B)-RP caused by MYO7A mutation remains elusive because of the lack of faithful animal models and limited

knowledge of MYO7A function. Here, we analyzed 3D retinal organoids generated from USH1B patient-derived induced pluripotent

stem cells. Increased differential gene expression occurred over time without excessive photoreceptor cell death in USH1B organoids

compared with controls. Dysregulated genes were enriched first for mitochondrial functions and then proteasomal ubiquitin-dependent

protein catabolic processes and RNA splicing. Single-cell RNA sequencing revealed MYO7A expression in rod photoreceptor and Müller

glial cells corresponding to upregulation of stress responses inNRL+ rods and apoptotic signaling pathways inVIM+Müller cells, pointing

to the defensive mechanisms that mitigate photoreceptor cell death. This first human model for USH1B-RP provides a representation of

patient retina in vivo relevant for development of therapeutic strategies.
INTRODUCTION

Usher syndrome (USH) is an autosomal-recessive heredi-

tary disease that causes sensorineural hearing loss, vestib-

ular dysfunction, and retinitis pigmentosa (RP). It is the

most common hereditary disease that causes deaf-blind-

ness, affecting 1 to 4 in 25,000 newborns (Parker and

Bitner-Glindzicz, 2015). Three major USH clinical types

(I–III) have been identified. USH1 is the most severe

causing profound congenital hearing loss, RP beginning

in the first decade of life, and balance issues. RP is character-

ized by progressive loss of rod photoreceptors in the retina,

resulting in night blindness and tunnel vision, followed by

cone photoreceptor loss, affecting central vision and even-

tually leading to legal blindness (Bonnet and El-Amraoui,

2012). MYO7A gene mutation (USH1B subtype) accounts

for 40%–55% of all USH1 cases, with >2,000 disease-

causing variants reported (Whatley et al., 2020). Although

hearing loss can be effectively compensated for with

cochlear implants, no treatments are currently available

for USH1B-RP.

MYO7A is a class 7 myosin protein with an N-terminal

motor domain and distinct properties (Heissler and Man-

stein, 2012). Like other members of the myosin superfam-

ily, it binds actin filaments triggering ATP hydrolysis to

energise its translocation. No faithful animal or human

cell models of USH1B-associated RP are available to date.

Myo7amutant mouse models, such as shaker1, recapitulate

hearing loss and vestibular dysfunction but not the USH1B

retinal phenotype (Gibson et al., 1995). Studies using

shaker1 identified rhodopsin mislocalization and showed
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MYO7A in the connecting cilium along the axonemal

actin, where it facilitates rhodopsin transport from the

photoreceptor inner segment (IS) to the outer segment

(OS) (Liu et al., 1999). The samemodel showed the absence

of MYO7A disrupted melanosome translocation to the api-

cal processes of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cells and

OS phagocytosis (Gibbs et al., 2003). Soni et al. (2005)

demonstrated disrupted interaction of MYO7A with lyso-

somes in a human RPE cell line. In addition, contrasting

findings of RPE resistance (Lopes et al., 2011) and rod

vulnerability (Peng et al., 2011) to light exposure were re-

ported in shaker1.

Subsequent studies in humans, non-human primates,

and amphibians showed MYO7A and other USH1 proteins

form a linkage between the OS and calyceal processes (CP),

the actin filament-filled extensions sprouting from the IS to

surround the base of OS (Sahly et al., 2012). Knockout of

protocadherin-15 (USH1F) and cadherin-23 (USH1D) in

frogs compromised the CP structural support, causing

distortion of the OS shape (Schietroma et al., 2017).

Notably, Myo7a knockout frogs acquired developmental

defects hampering further study. The lack of CP in the

mouse retina plus other differences compared with the hu-

man eye, such as eye size, high rod-to-cone ratio, and the

absence of a macula could explain the absence of a

USH1B retinal phenotype in mouse models. A study in

dogs also failed to observe retinal phenotypes (Webb

et al., 2019), while vestibular dysfunction and deafness

were present. Pigs with MYO7A mutation showed balance

difficulties and suspected hearing loss, but retinal pheno-

types were not studied (Derks et al., 2021). Like the frog
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model, piglets with a homozygous nonsenseMYO7Amuta-

tion died soon after birth.

In addition to the lack of faithful animal models, there is

a wider lack of understanding of the molecular pathways

leading to photoreceptor cell death that are triggered by

the disease-causing mutations. Modeling USH1B with pa-

tient-derived induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) offers

an alternative route with potential to understand the early

consequences of MYO7A mutation in human retinal cells.

Tang et al. (2016) reported the first human USH1B cochlear

hair cell model derived from iPSCs of a patient suffering

sensorineural hearing loss (non-syndromic USH1B), but

retinal cells have not previously been studied. Rod photore-

ceptor cells are highly metabolically active requiring high

oxygen consumption. In RP, elevated oxidative stress is

thought to accelerate rod photoreceptor cell loss and sec-

ondary cone photoreceptor death. The sensitivity of photo-

pigments to light stress and the high turnover of OS

contribute to the production and accumulation of reactive

oxygen species (ROS), leading to lipid, protein and DNA

damage in animal models (Punzo et al., 2012; Gallenga

et al., 2021). In addition, antioxidants slow photoreceptor

cell death in animal models (Komeima et al., 2006).

Increased markers of oxidative stress, including elevation

of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stressmarkers, have been re-

ported in non-USH1 RP patient iPSC-derived retinal cells

grown in two-dimensional (2D) cultures (Jin et al., 2011,

2012; Yoshida et al., 2014) or in organoids (Tucker et al.,

2013).

Here, we report the first three-dimensional (3D) retinal

organoid model of USH1B generated from patient-derived

iPSCs. The iPSC-derived organoids did not show evidence

of cell degeneration in culture at fetal retina-equivalent

stage, consistent with the onset of USH1B in childhood.

However, bulk RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and Gene

Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis revealed increased

aberrantly expressed genes in patient-derived cells over

time. Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) analysis of

35 week organoids identified adaptive responses to stress

specifically in USH1B rods, and enrichment for apoptotic
Figure 1. Generation of 3D retinal organoids from USH1B patien
(A) Schematic of retinal differentiation protocol (upper panel). Bright
stages (lower panel). Black arrowhead, segment-like structures. Repr
(B and C) IHC of 21 and 35 week retinal organoids shows the presence o
and late photoreceptor markers (C); photoreceptors, RCVRN; bipolar
Müller cells, SOX9 and VIM; phalloidin, outer limiting membrane (OLM)
bipolar cells (see Table S2 for full protein names). Representative exam
per differentiation. RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; NE, neural ep
ganglion cell layer; OLM, outer limiting membrane.
(D) Transmission electron micrographs show the presence of photorec
and segments in both control and patient 21 week retinal organoids
tiation.
signaling pathways in USH1B Müller cells. Together these

findings indicate the presence of a mutation-induced mo-

lecular pathology in patient-derived retinal cells and pro-

vide evidence of increased adaptive responses in patient

cells that maintain cellular homeostasis and prevent pho-

toceptor cell death in the in vitro organoid system.
RESULTS

Derivation of USH1B patient iPSCs

Dermal skin fibroblasts were collected from three USH1B

patients for reprogramming to iPSCs. We confirmed that

the generated USH1B-iPSCs harbored the same MYO7A

mutations identified in their fibroblast counterparts using

Sanger sequencing (Figure S1). Patient 2 (USH1B.2) and pa-

tient 3 (USH1B.3) are siblings, both harboring a c.6070C>T

(p.Arg2024*) nonsense mutation and a c.223G>C (p.As-

p75His) missense mutation. Patient 1 (USH1B.1) harbored

a c.1996C>T (p.Arg666*) nonsense mutation and an

acceptor splice site mutation, c.133-2A>G, in intron 3

(IVS3-2A-G) p.(=), causing the skipping of canonical

acceptor splice site and shortening of exon 4 by seven high-

ly conserved amino acids (Figure S1). All iPSCs showed

characteristics of pluripotent cells in culture and expressed

pluripotencymarkers as shown by immunohistochemistry

(IHC), while maintaining genome integrity as indicated by

SNP array (Figure S2).
Generation of 3D retinal organoids from control and

USH1B iPSCs

USH1B and control iPSCs were differentiated to 3D retinal

organoids in vitro using a published protocol (Cuevas et al.,

2021; Gonzalez-Cordero et al., 2017) (Figure 1A). By

21 weeks, organoids contained stratified neuroepithelium

with multiple cell layers that were characterized using

IHC (Figure 1B). Photoreceptors in the outer nuclear layer

(ONL) stained for RCVRN. The inner nuclear layer (INL)

stained for VSX2, marking bipolar cells (BCs), and the gan-

glion cell layer (GCL) was identified by BRN3A. Müller cells
t and control iPSCs
-field images show the appearance of organoid cultures at different
esentative examples from Control.1 and USH1B.2.
f various retinal cell types and proper cytoarchitecture (B) and early
cells/retinal progenitor cells, VSX2; BRN3A, retinal ganglion cells;
; ARL13B, connecting cilium; SYP, inner plexiform layer (INL); PKCa,
ples shown from N > 3 differentiations per iPSC line, n > 3 organoids
ithelium; ONL, outer nuclear layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; GCL,

eptor subcellular structures and separating photoreceptor cell body
. N = 2 differentiations per iPSC line, n > 2 organoids per differen-
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(MCs) were identified using IHC for CRALBP and SOX9.

F-actin (phalloidin) staining confirmed the presence of

outer limitingmembrane (OLM) and the outer apical polar-

ity of the organoid. Synaptophysin (SYP) staining indicated

the outer plexiform layer (OPL). Rod BCs (PRKCA) and

amacrine cells (ACs) (TFAP2A) were also present. At

35 weeks, both control and USH1B photoreceptors ex-

pressed pan-photoreceptor (RCVRN and CRX), rod (NRL),

and cone (ARR3) markers, as well as rod-specific (RHO)

and cone-specific (L/M-opsin) photopigments (Figure 1C).

Photoreceptors acquired subcellular features, such as con-

necting cilium (ARL13B and PCNT), and rod (PRPH2) or

cone (GNAT2) outer segment structures by 28 weeks of

differentiation (Figure S2). Transmission electron micro-

graphs of organoids showed the presence of OLM,

mitochondria-rich IS, developingOS containing discmem-

brane-like structures, connecting cilia, basal body and cen-

trioles (with 9 + 0 microtubule arrangement) (Figure 1D).

Overall, USH1B iPSCs differentiated as effectively as con-

trol iPSCs to produce retinal organoids that resembled

native human retina.

Absence of RP degenerative features in USH1B retinal

organoids

To determine if USH1B organoids reproduce degenerative

phenotypes in patients, first, we compared the size of

USH1B and control organoids from 7 to 19 weeks. Using

7 weeks as a baseline we found that although control and

USH1B organoid size changed at variable rates, no

USH1B-specific abnormality was observed (Figure 2A). To

assess whether USH1B organoids lost photoreceptors to

degeneration by 21 weeks, we determined the level of

photoreceptor marker gene expression and quantified the

thickness of the ONL (where photoreceptor nuclei reside).

No significant differences were observed in expression of

CRX, RCVRN, NRL, ARR3 and RHO (Figure 2B). Similarly,

we found no aberrant ONL thinning in USH1B organoids,
Figure 2. Comparison of USH1B and control retinal organoids to
(A) Top: bright-field images shows organoid growth; images from C
Independent-samples t test was performed at each time point. *p < 0
(B) qRT-PCR analysis of photoreceptor marker expression by 21 we
correction. Fold change relative to GAPDH expression and normalized
(C and C0) Quantification of ONL thickness in 21 week USH1B and cont
ARR3 defined the ONL. N = 2, n = 2. Data points are measurements fr
(D) Oxidative stress marker expression in 21 week organoids. Represen
of stress markers with CRX (empty arrow, not colocalized; filled arrow
(D0) Quantification of double-positive cells for CRX and stress marke
Dunnett correction.
(E) GFAP expression in 21 week organoids. Quantification of GFAP
expression and normalized to Control.1. N = 3, n = 5–8.
(E0) Representative images of IHC of GFAP, with RHO, VSX2, and NRL
In (A), bars denote mean ± SEM; in (B)–(E), bars denote mean ± S
differentiation; ns, not significant.
suggesting excessive photoreceptor death was not present

(Figures 2C and 2C0).
To assess if USH1B organoids showed increased

cellular stress, we analyzed expression of gH2AX and

8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) (DNA damage/

stress), NQO1 (oxidative stress), BiP (ER stress), acrolein

(lipid oxidation), and CASP3 (apoptosis) using IHC (Fig-

ure 2D). Each marker was co-stained with CRX. Overall,

stress markers were scarce. When present, they rarely colo-

calized with CRX, suggesting that stressed cells were not

photoreceptors. No significant elevation was observed in

USH1B organoids (Figure 2D0). We did not detect any cells

positive for 8-OHdG and acrolein (data not shown).

Reactive gliosis is a secondary event to photoreceptor loss

in RP, characterized by overexpression of glial fibrillary

acidic protein (GFAP) and the disruption of OLM integrity.

It was reported in iPSC-derived retinal organoids from RP

patients harboring RPGR mutation (Deng et al., 2018)

and in an Rpgr�/� mouse model (Megaw et al., 2017). We

quantified GFAP protein levels using western blot and dis-

tribution using IHC of 21 week organoids (Figures 2E and

2E0). One patient line (USH1B.3) showed a significantly

higher level of GFAP. However, IHC revealed restricted

expression of GFAP within inner retina (at the pseudo-

GCL and occasionally INL), resembling the pattern in

healthymouse retina (Hippert et al., 2021), in both control

and USH1B organoids (including USH1B.3). Overall,

USH1B patient organoids did not displaymarked character-

istics of degeneration, photoreceptor cell death, oxidative

stress or reactive gliosis.

RNA sequencing analysis showed resemblance of late-

stage retinal organoids to fetal retina

To investigate thedevelopment of retinal organoids and the

‘‘closeness’’ of their global transcriptomes to native retina,

we performed bulk RNA sequencing analysis on control

and USH1B iPSCs (day 0), early-stage (7 weeks), mid-stage
identify USH1B-associated degenerative features
ontrol.1. Changes in organoid size over time relative to 7 weeks.
.001, control > USH1B when in blue, USH1B > control when in red.
ek patient and control organoids. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett
to Control.3. N = 3, n = 2–3.
rol organoids. Representative images show one field of view. IHC for
om one field of view. Independent-samples t test.
tative images showing one field of view. Insets show colocalization
, colocalized).
rs. Data point, number of organoids. N = 2. One-way ANOVA with

expression with immunoblotting; fold change relative to ACTB

. Observed in >3 organoids per iPSC line.
D. N, independent differentiation per iPSC line; n, organoids per
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(14weeks), and late-stage (28weeks) organoids, andhuman

20weeks post-conception fetal and adult retina (Figure 3A).

Principal-component analysis (PCA) revealed close correla-

tion of organoids according to their respective time of dif-

ferentiation (Figure 3B). Day 0 iPSCs clustered furthest

from the fetal and adult retina along PC1, followed by 7

and 14weeks, indicating the progression of retinal differen-

tiation.All 28weeks, organoids clustered closer to fetal than

to adult retina (Figure 3C). Pluripotency gene expression

showed a drastic downregulation in 7, 14, and 28 weeks or-

ganoids compared with day 0 iPSCs, indicating loss of the

pluripotency state (Figure 3D). The expression of well-

defined photoreceptor markers was upregulated starting at

14 weeks and further elevated at 28 weeks to resemble the

level of human retina (Figure 3E).

A gradual increase of expression was also observed in

marker genes of other retinal cell types, including BCs, hor-

izontal cells (HCs), ACs, and MCs, in the organoids (Fig-

ure 3F). Decreased RBPMS expression over time signaled

diminishing RGC number, consistent with the trajectory

in human retina and other retinal organoid studies (Cowan

et al., 2020). Varying levels of BEST1 and RPE65were due to

the sporadic presence of RPE. Analysis of MYO7A expres-

sion at different stages showed levels increased concur-

rently with retinal maturation but were significantly lower

than human retina (Figure 3G).

To more accurately map the 28 weeks organoids to an

in vivodevelopmental stage,we compared the 28weeks orga-

noids with a published bulk RNA-seq dataset of human em-

bryonic eye, fetal, and infant retina (Table S3) (Mellough

et al., 2019). Figure S3 shows that the 28 weeks organoids

were more mature than embryonic eye and were similar to

fetal/infant retina with respect to retinal cell marker expres-

sion. MYO7A expression showed a similar upward trend

across in vivo developmental stages (Figure 3H), with higher

levels in28weeksorganoids comparedwith embryonic eyes.

As difference inMYO7AmRNA level was not apparent be-

tween USH1B and control organoids, we sought to investi-
Figure 3. RNA-seq analysis showed similarity of 28 week retinal
(A) The number of organoids collected at four different time points
7 weeks, 14 weeks, and 28 weeks, for bulk RNA-seq.
(B and C) PCA shows similarity of transcriptomes of organoids
differentiation.
(D and E) Heatmap of pluripotency (D) and photoreceptor (E) marke
USH1B, green.
(F) Gene expression of markers of specific retinal cell types indicated
proliferative cells.
(G) Expression of MYO7A in organoids at different time points and in
(H) Expression of MYO7A in 28 weeks organoids compared with huma
(I and I0) Western blot of MYO7A in 28 weeks organoids. Fold chang
MYO7A, 254 kDa; ACTB, 42 kDa. N = 3 independent differentiations p
In (F)–(I), mean fold change or mean log2CPM ± SD; one-way ANOVA
gate MYO7A protein levels in order to validate the pre-

dicted effect of MYO7A mutations on protein synthesis.

Immunoblotting of 21 weeks organoids (Figures 3I and

3I0) with an antibody (DSHB 138-1) that targets amino

acids 927–1203 of MYO7A should detect products from

both alleles (if translated; p.Asp75His, p.Arg2024*) of

USH1B.2 and USH1B.3 but only one allele (splice site mu-

tation c.133-2A>G) of USH1B.1 (Figure S3). Residual

MYO7A expression (fold change 0.30 ± 0.05) was detected

in USH1B.2 and USH1B.3 by the p.Asp75His allele, while

mRNA products from the p.Arg2024* allele were not de-

tected suggesting nonsense-mediated mRNA decay. The

USH1B.1 allele did not give rise to detectable protein.

To summarize, we showed that USH1B and control orga-

noids developed and matured to acquire global transcrip-

tomes at 28 weeks, largely similar to fetal retina. Profiles

of expression of retinal cell markers were similar to adult

retina suggesting completion of retinal histogenesis.

Considering the onset of USH1B in childhood, the similar-

ity to fetal retina is consistent with the absence of signs of

photoreceptor cell degeneration in the USH1B organoids.

RNA-seq analysis revealed dysregulated GO terms in

mid- and late-stage USH1B retinal organoids

To identify mutation-induced transcriptomic defects in

USH1B organoids, we performed differential expression

(DE) analysis comparing the transcriptomes of control

and USH1B organoids (control versus USH1B). A total of

803, 1,866, 3,999, and 9,184 differentially expressed genes

(DEGs) (adjusted p value < 0.05) were identified at day 0,

7 weeks, 14 weeks, and 28 weeks, respectively (Figure 4A;

Table S4), suggesting that control and USH1B organoids

became more different over time, coinciding with the rise

of MYO7A expression. Indeed, PCA and Pearson’s correla-

tion coefficient showed clear separation of control and

USH1B 28 week organoids (Figures 4B and 4C). Consid-

ering RP is progressive, we hypothesised that aberrant

transcriptional patterns, if present, should persist, if not
organoid to fetal retina
of retinal differentiation of USH1B and control iPSC lines: day 0,

and human retina. Dotted arrow indicates the path of retinal

r gene expression in organoids and human retina; control, black;

, bipolar, horizontal, amacrine, Müller, retinal ganglion, RPE, and

human retina.
n embryonic eye (EE), fetal and infant retina (GEO: GSE98370).
e shown relative to ACTB expression and normalized to Control.1.
er line; n = 5–8 organoids per differentiation.
with Dunnett correction.
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Figure 4. Differential expression analysis comparing control and USH1B iPSCs, 7, 14, and 28 week retinal organoids
(A) Venn diagram shows number of significant (adjusted p value < 0.05) DEGs between control and patient at four different time points and
number of overlapped DEGs.
(B and C) PCA (B) and heatmap of Pearson’s correlation coefficient matrix (C) (control in black and USH1B in green) indicate clear
separation of control and patient 28 weeks retinal organoids on the basis of global transcriptional profiles.
(D) The expression of the top five DEGs (ranked by adjusted p value) in four overlapped gene lists log2CPM ± SD.
(E and F) Top 20 most significantly enriched (by adjusted p value) GO biological processes terms analyzing (E) shared DEGs-3 and (F)
28 weeks unique DEGs.
increase, at later time points. Therefore, to investigate the

onset of molecular pathology associated with MYO7A mu-

tation preceding degeneration, we performed GO enrich-

ment analysis on DEGs shared across (1) all four time

points (110 DEGs), (2) 7 weeks onward (280 DEGs), (3)

14 week onward (1,579 DEGs), and (4) unique DEGs for

28 weeks (6,491 DEGs), hereafter referred to as shared

DEGs-1 to DEGs-3 and 28 weeks unique DEGs (Figure 4A;

Table S4). The top five DEGs for each group are shown in
2428 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2421–2437 j November 8, 2022
Figure 4D (Table S4 indicates links of these top five genes

to retina and/or neurodegeneration).

No GO enrichment (q < 0.05) was identified in shared

DEGs-1 and shared DEGs-2 (Table S4). Shared DEGs-3

showed enrichment for biological process terms chiefly

relating to mitochondria functions, Wnt signaling

pathway, protein localization, and cell cycle (Figure 4E).

DEGs unique to 28 weeks were enriched for protein ubiqui-

tination, RNA splicing, cellular transport, and organelle
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localization (Figure 4F; Table S4). Both the latter are rele-

vant to the current understandings of MYO7A function.

Consistently, GO enrichment analysis of molecular

function terms identified similar findings as shown in

Table S4. Ubiquitination is a critical pathway controlling

proteosome homeostasis and regulating degradation of

damaged ormisfolded proteins, and its dysfunction is asso-

ciated with a range of neurodegenerative diseases that

affect the retina (Campello et al., 2013). Figure S4 shows

the set of genes in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and

Genomes (KEGG) ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis pathway

that are dysregulated in the 28 weeks organoids.

In summary, through bulk RNA-seq analysis, we identified

dysregulated genes in USH1B organoids, many of which

have implications in retinal dystrophy or other neurodegen-

erative diseases. These aberrant transcriptomic patterns

represent clues for the dissection of USH1B disease mecha-

nisms and serve as potential early disease biomarkers.

Single-cell RNA sequencing showed the expression of

Usher genes at a single-cell level

We next sought to elucidate the site of action ofMYO7A by

establishing a cell atlas of USH1B organoids. The 35 weeks

USH1B and control organoids were subjected to single-cell

RNA sequencing. The 35 weeks time point was chosen

because a recent study showed that organoids acquired a

stable ‘‘developed state’’ between 30 and 38 weeks and

did not mature further (Cowan et al., 2020). The RNA of

19,399 and 20,535 single cells from control and USH1B,

respectively, was sequenced. Dimension reduction of the

39,934 single-cell transcriptomes with uniform manifold

approximation and projection (UMAP) identified 25 clus-

ters, encompassing 7 major retinal cell types, including

rods, cones, BCs, ACs, HCs, MCs, and RPE (Figure 5A), as-

signed on the basis of the expression of well-defined

markers (Figure 5B, Table S5). Further analyses showed

the presence of cell subtypes, including rod subtypes differ-

entiated by the expression ofMYO9A, and BC and HC sub-

types (Yi et al., 2021) (Figure S5). Each of the 25 clusters was

well represented in the six organoid samples (Figure 5C).

Next, we mapped the expression of all USH-causative

genes to organoids (Figure 5D). For USH1 genes, MYO7A,
Figure 5. Single-cell RNA sequencing of control and USH1B patie
(A) UMAP shows the presence of 25 clusters, encompassing 7 major re
cells.
(B) Dot plot illustrates the expression of the top two markers (by adjus
cluster.
(C) Bar plot represents the number of cells from each organoid sampl
(D) Heatmap shows the expression of the known Usher syndrome cau
(E–G) UMAPs show the distribution of 756 MYO7A+ single cells across 2
identified four distinct clusters, Müller cells (MCs), bipolar cells (BCs),
markers (dashed boxes) by each of the four clusters (G).

2430 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2421–2437 j November 8, 2022
USH1G, USH1C, and CDH23 were highly expressed by

MCs (cluster 1), while CIB2 was ubiquitously expressed

and PCDH15 specific to photoreceptors. For USH2 genes,

high USH2A expression was detected in photoreceptors,

while ADGRV1 and WHRN were detected in all cell types.

Last, USH3 gene CLRN1 was highly expressed in MCs and

HARS was ubiquitously expressed. To further determine

identities of cells expressingMYO7A, we performed dimen-

sion reduction on a total of 756 MYO7A-expressing cells

(Figures 5E and 5F; Table S5). Four distinct cell clusters

were identified expressing top markers indicative of MCs,

BCs, rods, and cones (Figure 5G; Table S5). Despite previous

MYO7A studies showing exclusive expression by RPE and

photoreceptors, in particular rods, the expression of

MYO7A by MCs reported in this study is consistent with

a recent scRNA-seq analysis of human retina (Cowan

et al., 2020). These findings indicate MYO7A could play

roles in other cell types, which are undocumented and

could contribute to pathology.

Single-cell DE analysis identified early signs of

degeneration specific to rods and upregulation of

apoptotic pathways in MC

Finally, we sought to identify molecular defects specific to

individual retinal cell types. Degeneration of rods is the pri-

mary clinical event in RP, hence we examined directly if

rods show evidence of altered transcriptomes. NRL is an

essential rod-specific transcription factor. We compared

the transcriptomes of 3,072 and 2,325 NRL-expressing

(NRL+) rods from control and USH1B organoids, respec-

tively. All cells were found in clusters 0, 2 and 4, previously

identified as rods (Figure 6A; Table S5). DE analysis identi-

fied 207 DEGs (Table S5; genes with links to retina and/or

neurodegeneration are indicated). GO enrichment analysis

identified biological process terms associated with cellular

responses to chemical and oxidative stress as well as

hydrogen peroxide metabolic process (Figures 6B and 6C;

Table S5). Genes encoding pro-apoptotic factor (BNIP3),

antioxidant enzymes (PRDX1, PRDX2, and PRDX5), and

free radical scavenging enzyme (SOD1) were overexpressed

in USH1B NRL+ cells, suggesting ongoing adaptive re-

sponses to cell stress (Figure 6C). The same events were
nt 35 weeks retinal organoids
tinal cell types on the basis of the transcriptomes of 39,934 single

ted p value) by each cluster. Table S5 provides the top genes in each

e in each single-cell cluster.
sative genes across 25 clusters.
5 clusters identified in Figure 5A (E); re-clustering of these 756 cells
rods and cones (F); violin plots show the expression of the top three



(legend on next page)
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not detected when analyzing 3,013 ARR3+ (cone arrestin)

cones, suggesting that molecular pathology was limited

to rods (Figures S6A–S6C; Table S5).

In view of the new interest in MCs as a MYO7A-express-

ing cell type, we performed the same analysis on a total

of 5,207 vimentin (VIM+) MCs (2,392 control and

2,815 USH1B) (Figures 6D–6F; Table S5). DE analysis iden-

tified 255DEGs, whichwere enriched for biological process

terms for regulation of apoptotic signaling pathways

(Table S5). Last, we analyzed 2,277 BCs identified by

expression of GRIK1 (1,136 cells) and PCP2 (1,141 cells)

(Figures S6D–S6F). A total of 157 DEGs were identified,

which were not enriched in either apoptotic- or stress

response-related GO terms (Table S5). We noted that the

abundant presence of ribosomal genes and ribosome-

related GO terms in the ARR3+ and PCP2+/GRIK1+ cell-spe-

cific GO enrichment analyses might represent technical

artifacts previously reported as common to scRNA-seq

(Nowakowski et al., 2017).

In summary, we identified stress responses in rods, but

not cones, consistent with clinical observations that the

former is first to degenerate in USH1B-RP. Analysis of

VIM+ MCs showed USH1B MC exhibited apoptotic

pathway-related transcription activities. These results sug-

gest our organoid model reproduces a pre-death muta-

tion-induced state of rod photoreceptors in vitro. It is also

instrumental for further investigation into the vulnera-

bility of MC.
DISCUSSION

By coupling iPSC technology and in vitro retinal differenti-

ation protocols, we established the first retinal organoid

disease model for USH1B. Bulk RNA-seq analysis revealed

the transcriptomes of USH1B patient organoids were pro-

gressively distinct from controls after extended time in cul-

ture, coincidingwith the gradual rise ofMYO7A expression.

Dysregulation of genes associated with mitochondrial

function were followed by genes enriched for protein ubiq-

uitination, RNA splicing, and cellular transport functions.
Figure 6. Single-cell RNA-seq identified early signs of degenerat
(A) UMAP shows distribution of 5,352 NRL+ cells only in the cluster
Figure 5A (inset).
(B) Dot plot shows top 20 significantly enriched GO biological process
NRL+ cells.
(C) Table shows details of five significantly enriched biological process
Table S5.
(D) UMAP shows localization of 5,207 VIM+ cells in the clusters ident
(E) Dot plot shows top 20 significantly enriched biological processes G
USH1B VIM+ cells.
(F) Table shows details of the top five significantly enriched GO biolog
adjusted p value) Table S5.
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Elevated cellular responses to stress were detected exclu-

sively in USH1B rods, suggesting organoids were modeling

a molecular pathology underlying early RP manifestations.

This is the first such analysis reported. By identifyingmuta-

tion-induced altered transcriptomes in patient-derived

retinal cells that predispose rods to cell stress, this study

provides the first clues into molecular mechanisms under-

lying USH1B-RP.
Limitations of USH1B patient-derived 3D retinal

organoid model

Recent studies comparing retinal organoids with human

retina suggested in vitro differentiation recapitulates the

rate of retina development in vivo (Cowan et al., 2020).

Consistently, bulk and scRNA-seq as well as mapping of

the 11USH genes to specific retinal cell types demonstrated

the faithfulness of our organoid model as a surrogate for

USH1B disease modeling. Despite these similarities, the

level of MYO7A expression in 28 weeks control organoids

was lower than that of the adult retina. This may be due

to a reduction or absence of cellular activities involving

MYO7A in the organoids. For example, the absence of

juxtaposition of RPE to photoreceptors precludes OS

phagocytosis. In addition, immature electrophysiological

responses commonly reported in retinal organoids suggest

attenuated phototransduction, possibly due to reduced

protein trafficking and lack of the visual cycle (Hallam

et al., 2018). Last, a lack of development of CP could

abolish the need for USH1 protein linkage formation be-

tweenOS andCP. The lack of retinal vasculature, blood sup-

ply and resident microglia in the organoid model also

limits modeling of mutation-induced inflammatory re-

sponses, which may be important for understanding the

notable identification of dysregulation of genes associated

with neutrophil activation pathways in the USH1B rods

and MC in this study (Table S5). In summary, although or-

ganoids provide valuable new insights into retinal disease

pathology, further improvement on complexity and func-

tionality of the model could improve representation of dis-

ease conditions in vivo.
ion in rods and Müller cells
s in the ‘‘photoreceptor island’’ (mostly rod clusters) identified in

es terms on the basis of analysis of 207 DEGs comparing control and

GO terms associated with stress response ranked by adjusted p value

ified as MC in Figure 5A (inset).
O terms on the basis of analysis of 255 DEGs comparing control and

ical processes terms associated with apoptotic signaling (ranked by



Retinal cell types expressing MYO7A

Previous studies of USH1B focused entirely on the role of

MYO7A in rods and the RPE on the basis of the clinical

phenotype and distribution pattern of MYO7A in animal

models. Analysis of MYO7A+ cells in this study identified

the majority of them as MCs, followed by BCs, rods, and

cones. This raises the question of why, when MYO7A is

mutated, rods are the first cell type to degenerate, which

is typical of all RP clinically. Significantly, our scRNA-seq

data showed heightened defensive responses against stress

exclusively by rods, modeling their clinical susceptibility.

In addition, we found activation of apoptotic signaling

pathways in USH1B patient MCs. MC death has not been

widely studied or considered a primary event in RP. Howev-

er, OCT examination of USH1B patient retina identified

increased OLM visibility likely attributed to MC response

to nearby photoreceptor cell stress or death (Jacobson

et al., 2009). The same study also attributes OPL and INL

thickening in USH1B patient retina to MC hypertrophy

or hyperreactivity. Interrogating the role of MYO7A in

the various cell types in which it is expressed would be

important to further understand USH1B disease mecha-

nism. To date we have not been able to confirm MYO7A

protein localization in MCs using IHC with three different

antibodies (Table S2) (data not shown), suggesting post-

transcriptional control mechanisms and/or low or tran-

sient protein.

Dysregulated GO terms over time: Potential disease

markers of mutation-induced state

Over time in culture, USH1B organoids displayed increased

numbers of DEGs associated with the ubiquitin-proteo-

some system (UPS), which is known to function in

response to stress. Notably we found TOPORS and UBR1

dysregulated in the USH1B organoids (GO:0010498; Fig-

ure 4F; Table S4); mutation of the former is a cause of auto-

somal dominant RP (Chakarova et al., 2007), and the latter

promotes rhodopsin protein degradation in the OS via the

UPS during retinal inflammation (Ozawa et al., 2008).

Altered protein trafficking of rhodopsin with a P23Hmuta-

tion overwhelms the proteasome machinery due to UPS

inefficiency in degrading the variant, leading to malfunc-

tion in various cellular pathways (Illing et al., 2002). The

28 weeks DEGs were also enriched for RNA splicing

(GO:0008380). More than 25% of retinal disease-causing

mutations alter splicing patterns (Bacchi et al., 2014). Mu-

tation of the ubiquitously expressed pre-mRNA processing

factors (PRPFs) accounts for 15% of autosomal-dominant

RP (Wang et al., 2019). Several members of PRPFs

(PRPF18, PRPF31 and PRPF39) were dysregulated in the

USH1B organoids (Table S4). A recent study showed that

USH1G (SANS) interacts with PRPFs to facilitate the trans-

port of small nuclear ribonucleoprotein during pre-RNA
splicing (Yildirim et al., 2021). PRPF31 mutation causes

autosomal-dominant RP (RP11) and adversely affects

primary cilia formation in photoreceptors and RPE

function (Buskin et al., 2018). Last, with regard to cellular

transport, KIF3A and KIF3B (a RP gene) along with

other members of the kinesin family (GO:0048193) as

well as components of the intraflagellar transport system

(GO:0030705), including IFT20 were dysregulated in

USH1B organoids.

Antioxidant enzymes differentially expressed

between the control and patient retinal cells

Single-cell analysis of USH1B patient cells showed eleva-

tion of defensive cellular responses exclusively in rods.

One interpretation of these findings is that patient cells

were more sensitive to cellular stress compared with con-

trols. Antioxidant enzymes including members from the

peroxiredoxins (PRDXs) and superoxide dismutase (SOD)

families were upregulated in rods. PRDX isoforms have

previously been reported in different retinal cell types

and organelles (Chidlow et al., 2016) and implicated in

neurodegenerative and retinal diseases (Zheng et al.,

2012; Kubo et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2001). However,

PRDXs are not known to be expressed in rods under

normal physiological conditions, and the absence of

H2O2 scavenging PRDXs may contribute to susceptibility

of rods to degeneration. Sod1�/� mouse retina showed

mitochondrial degeneration in both INL and ONL and

AMD-like phenotypes (Hashizume et al., 2008). BNIP3

was another notable dysregulated defensive gene identi-

fied as part of the cellular response to oxidative stress in

NRL+ rods in patient organoids (GO:0034599; Figure 6C).

BNIP3 encodes a pro-apoptotic factor that interacts with

anti-apoptotic proteins. A HIF-1a/BNIP3 pathway is neu-

roprotective against inner retinal neurodegeneration (Ku-

nimi et al., 2021), whereas overexpression of BNIP3/

FUNDC1 signaling reversed cell stress and death caused

by HIF-1a inhibition in an hypoxic retinal model (Sun

et al., 2021).

Cellular responses in rods against stress: One-hit

model

A cumulative damage model is often used to describe cell

death in neurodegenerative disorders, whereby gene muta-

tion causes the accumulation of secondary damage in cells,

increasing the likelihood of a cell dying over time. In

contrast, the one-hit model described by Clarke et al.

(2000) proposes that the risk of a cell’s dying remains con-

stant. Cells harboring gene mutations acquire a nearly

normal homeostatic state called the mutant steady state

(MSS), whereby a critical, but not lethal, alteration of

gene activity that regulates pre-death reactions is present.

Initiation of cell death only occurs when rare and random
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catastrophic events cause a surge of pre-death molecules to

pass a critical cell-death threshold.

The altered transcriptomes of USH1B cells are consistent

with an MSS being established in organoids. The enrich-

ment of cell death-related pathways and cellular stress

pathways (pre-death markers) may reflect the deployment

of stress-mitigating enzymes to maintain the MSS and

suppress cells from reaching the cell-death threshold. We

speculate that the ample supply of nutrients in vitro and

minimal exposure to light damage may limit the occur-

rence of catastrophic events leading to significant

levels of cell death. The introduction of various stressors

that an individual would normally experience in

life, including exposure to natural light, free radicals,

and reactive oxygen species, into the organoid system

may better mimic the aging USH1B degenerative disease

state.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Additional details are provided in the supplemental information.
iPSC generation
The study was approved by the National Research Ethics Commit-

tee London-Dulwich (11/LO/1243). Fibroblasts from USH1B pa-

tients and controls were reprogrammed to iPSC using Sendai virus.

Details of mutations are given in Figure S1.
Retinal organoid differentiation and analysis
iPSCswere grown to 90%confluency before switching to embryoid

body (EB) medium on day 0, neural induction medium (NIM) on

day 2, followed by retinal differentiation medium (RDM) contain-

ing various supplements (RDM1–3) for retinal maturation and

long-term culture of organoids. EB, NIM, RDM, and RDM1–3 are

described in Table S1. Organoids were analyzed using RT-PCR,

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and western blot as

described in supplemental information.
Immunohistochemistry
Retinal organoids were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) so-

lution and cryosections of frozen organoids analyzed using immu-

nohistochemistry. Primary and secondary antibodies are listed in

the Table S2.
Bulk RNA sequencing
RNA (100 ng) from organoids was processed using the KAPA

mRNA Hyper�Prep Kit (KK8580; Roche) and libraries sequenced

on a S1 flow cell on a NovaSeq 6000 system (Illumina). FASTQ

files from 20 million reads per sample were aligned to the hu-

man genome UCSC hg38 using RNA-STAR 2.5.2b. Differential

expression analysis was performed using limma-voom with

cut-off of adjusted p value < 0.05 for statistical significance.

Package clusterProfiler (version 3.0.4) was used for GO enrich-

ment analysis.
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Single-cell RNA sequencing
Single-cell RNA libraries were generated using the Chromium Sin-

gle Cell 3ʹ Reagent Kits version 3 (10X Genomics) and analyzed on

an Illumina sequencing platform with 10X Genomics Cell Ranger

software to generate digital gene expression matrices. Data from

39,934 cells were analyzed using Seurat. The ‘‘FindMarkers’’ func-

tion was used to identify differentially expressed genes between

control and patient cells globally or in a cell/cluster-specific

manner.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed and graphs created using GraphPad Prism

(version 9.2.0) or Microsoft Excel (version 2110). One-way

ANOVA with Dunnett correction was performed on data from at

least three independent experiments, represented as mean ± SD,

unless stated otherwise. A p value < 0.05 or an adjusted

p value < 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical

significance. Graphical abstract and schematics were created in

BioRender.com.

Data and code availability
RNA-seq data have been deposited in ArrayExpress under acces-

sion numbers ArrayExpress: E_MTAB-11405 (Bulk RNA-seq) and

ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-11990 (single-cell RNA-seq).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/

10.1016/j.stemcr.2022.09.006.
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Figure S1 Confirmation of patient MYO7A mutations in patient-derived iPSC. Related to
experimental procedure. A) (Top) Details of mutations harboured by three USH1B patients
(Lenassi et al., 2014). (bottom) Sanger Sequencing confirmed patient MYO7A mutations in
patient iPSCs. B) Sanger sequencing of cDNA from USH1B.1 patient showed deletion of 7
amino acid as a result of an acceptor splice site mutation, c.133-2A>G. (Top) sequence of a
wild type allele. (bottom) sequence of allele with c.133-2A>G mutation.





Figure S2 Characterisation of control- and USH1B patient-derived iPSCs and their
genome integrity; Subcellular features indicative of photoreceptor maturation. Related
to Figure 1 and Figure S1. A) Brightfield images show iPSCs maintained compact cellular
morphology with well-defined edges, high nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio (left and middle
columns) and expressed pluripotency marker, NANOG (right column). B) Table shows (from
first column) nomenclature of all iPSCs used in this study, their original names and source
facility where iPSC were generated, passage number when Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
(SNP) array analysis was performed, and all passages used in this study. SNP array data
available upon request. C) Connecting cilium (expressing cilia marker, ARL13B; basal body
marker, PCN) was present in photoreceptors. ARL13B also marked the photoreceptor outer
segment. ARR3, cone marker. Observed in >3 organoids per iPSC line. D) Immunostaining of
28wks retinal organoids for outer segment markers. PRPH2, rod outer segment; GNAT2, cone
outer segment. Observed in >3 organoids per iPSC line.





Figure S3 28wks retinal organoids were similar to fetal and adult retina based on

expression of markers of different retinal cell types. Related to Figure 3 and

experimental procedure. A) Heatmap shows expression of photoreceptor markers

comparing data from human developing eye (GEO accession: GSE98370, Mellough et al,

2019; encompassing three developmental stages: human embryonic eye (CS14–16), fetal (9

– 17wks), infant (74pcw) and RNA-seq data from 28wks USH1B and control organoids (this

study). B) Expression of markers of other retinal cell types in human developing eye with

USH1B and control organoids (this study). C) Schematic of MYO7A shows anti-MYO7A

antibody (DSHB, 138-1) binding site used in Western blot shown in Figure 3I-I’. MYO7A

contains an N-terminal motor domain, where ATP- and actin-binding sites reside and is

connected to a neck region composed of 5 isoleucine-glutamine (IQ) motifs followed by a

complex tail region, which binds to cargos or other proteins to form a complex. The tail region

begins with a stable single α–helix (SAH) followed by two MyTH4 (myosin tail homology 4)-

FERM (four-point1, ezrin, radixin and myosin) regions (MF1 and MF2) sandwiching a SRC

homology 3 (SH3) domain (Kabahuma et al., 2021, Heissler and Manstein, 2012).



Figure S4 KEGG pathway (04121) ubiquitin mediated proteolysis. Related to Figure 4F.

Highlighted in red are the 40 genes in the KEGG ubiquitin mediated proteolysis pathway that

were dysregulated in the 28wks USH1B organoids (Benjamini p-value 4.4 x 10-39; generated

using david-d.ncifcrf.gov)





Figure S5 The presence of retinal cell subtypes in 35wks retinal organoids. Related to
Figure 5. A) Rod photoreceptor clusters (0, 2 and 6) were indicated by RHO, NRL and NR2E3
expression. B) Two rod subtypes described by Yi et al. (2021) that can be differentiated by
MYO9A expression. Cluster 2 expressed high level of MYO9A compared to cluster 0 and 4.
C) Heatmap shows the expression, by cluster 0, 2 and 6, of the most distinctive genes
comparing human MYO9A+ and MYO9A- rods identified by Yi et al. (2021). D) GRIK1, GRM6,
VSX1, VSX2 and PRKCA expression identified bipolar cell clusters: 7, 8, 13, 14 and 15; GRM6
and GRIK1 expression were indicative of ON- and OFF-bipolar cells, respectively. E) More
bipolar cell subtypes can be differentiated by expression of markers described by Yi et al.
(2021). F) Horizontal cell clusters were indicated by the expression of CNTNAP2, CALB1,
ONECUT1 and ONECUT2: 9 and 21. G) Heatmap shows the expression, by cluster 9 and 21,
of the most distinctive genes comparing human H1 and H2 horizontal cells identified by Yi et
al. (2021). 



Figure S6 Cell type specific differential expression analysis of single-cell RNA-seq.
Related to Figure 6. A) A total of 3,013 cone photoreceptors were isolated based on cone
arrestin (ARR3) expression. B) Top 20 significantly enriched biological processes GO terms
by analysis of DEGs between control and USH1B ARR3+ single cells. Ranked by gene ratio
and q-value. C) Details of top 10 significantly enriched biological processes. Ranked by q-
value. D) A total of 1,136 OFF-BC isolated based on GRIK1 expression. E) A total of 1,141
ON-BC isolated based on PCP2 expression. F) Top 20 significantly enriched biological
processes GO terms by analysis of DEGs between control and USH1B GRIK1+/PCP2+ single
cells. Ranked by gene ratio and q-value.



Table S1: Retinal differentiation media. Related to experimental procedures and Figure
1.

Reagent Volume (mL) Concentration Catalogue number
Embryoid body medium (500 mL)

DMEM/F12 (with Glutamax) up to 500 - Gibco 10565-018
KOSR 100 20% Gibco 10828-028

MEM non-EAAs (100X) 5 1x Gibco 11140-050
β-ME (50 mM) 1 0.1 mM Gibco 31350-010

Neural Induction Medium (NIM) (500 mL)
Advanced DMEM/F12 up to 500 - Gibco 12634-010

MEM non-EAAs 5 1x Gibco 11140-050
N2 supplement 5 1x Gibco 17502-048

GlutaMax 5 1x Gibco 35050-038
Retinal Differentiation Medium (RDM) (500 mL)

DMEM (with L-glutamine) up to 500 - Gibco 41965-039

F12 150 - Gibco 21765-029

B27 supplement 10 1x Gibco 12587-010
RDM1 (250 mL)

RDM Up to 250 -
FBS 25 10 % LifeTech, 10270106

GlutaMax 2.5 1x Gibco, 35050-038
Taurine 250 µL 100 µM Sigma, T8691

RDM2 (50mL)
RDM1 50 - Gibco 10565-018

Retinoic Acid - 1 µM Sigma R2625
RDM3 (50mL)

DMEM/F12 with Glutamax 50 - Gibco 10565-018
Retinoic Acid - 0.5 µM Sigma R2625

N2 supplement 500 µL 1x Gibco 17502-048



Table S2: List of PCR primer and antibodies used for immunohistochemistry and
Western blot, related to Figure 1-3 and experimental procedures.

Gene name Forward primer (5’-3’) Reverse primer (5’-3’)
GAPDH CACCATCTTCCAGGAGCGAG GACTCCACGACGTACTCAGC

RCVRN CCTCTACGACGTGGACGGTAA GTGTTTTCATCGTCTGGAAGGA

NRL GGGCTGAGTCCTGAAGAGG TTTAGCTCCCGCACAGACAT

CRX GTCCAGGGTTCAGGTTTGGT GTGCCCGCCTTCCTCTTG

ARR3 AGTCCTACAGGAGCGACTACT GGCAGGTTGGTCACCATCTG

RHO ACAGGATGCAATTTGGAGGGC GCTCATGGGCTTACACACCA

Antibodies Full protein names Company (catalogue
number)

Host Dilution

Immunohistochemistry
CRX Cone-rod homeobox protein Abnova (H00001406-M02) Mouse 1:800
VSX2 Visual system homeobox 2 Merck Millipore (AB9016) Sheep 1:200

RCVRN Recoverin Merck Millipore (A85585) Rabbit 1:800
PAX6 Paired box protein Pax-6 Biolegend (901301) Rabbit 1:200
ARR3 Cone arrestin Novus (NBP-37003) Goat 1:100
NRL Neural retina-specific leucine

zipper protein
R&D Systems (AF2945) Goat 1:100

NR2E3 Photoreceptor-specific
nuclear receptor

Persus Proteomics (PP-
H7223-00)

Mouse 1:500

S-opsin Short-wave-sensitive opsin 1 Merck Millipore (AB5407) Rabbit 1:200
L/M-opsin Medium/Long-wave-sensitive

opsin 1
Merck Millipore (AB5405) Rabbit 1:200

RHO Rhodopsin Sigma (O4886) Mouse 1:800
PRKCA Protein kinase C alpha type GeneTex (GTX11723) Mouse 1:20
ARL13B ADP-ribosylation factor-like

protein 13B
Proteintech (17711-1-AP) Rabbit 1:500

GNAT2 Guanine nucleotide-binding
protein G(t) subunit alpha-2

Santa Cruz Biotechnology
(SC390)

Rabbit 1:200

PRPH2 Peripherin-2 Merck Millipore (MABN293) Mouse 1:200
BRN3A POU domain, class 4,

transcription factor 1
Merck Millipore (MAB1585) Mouse 1:100

SPY Synaptophysin Abcam (AB8049) Mouse 1:100
TFAP2A Transcription factor AP-2-

alpha
DSHB 3B5 Mouse 1:500

PCNT Pericentrin Abcam (AB28144) Mouse 1:500
Cleaved-
CASP3

Cleaved-caspase3 Cell Signalling (9661S) Rabbit 1:200

γH2AX Gamma histone H2AX Abcam (AB2893) Rabbit 1:400
NQO1 NAD(P)H dehydrogenase

[quinone] 1
Abcam (AB2346) Goat 1:100

BiP/GRP78 Endoplasmic reticulum
chaperone BiP

Abcam (AB21685) Rabbit 1:300

8-OHdG 8-Hydroxy-2'-deoxyguanosine Abcam (AB48508) Mouse 1:200
GFAP Glial fibrillary acidic protein Abcam (AB5804) Rabbit 1:200

MYO7A Unconventional myosin-VIIa Abcam (Ab3481) Rabbit 1:200
MYO7A Unconventional myosin-VIIa DSHB (138-1) Mouse 1:200
MYO7A Unconventional myosin-VIIa Proteus (256790) Rabbit 1:200

Western blot
GFAP Glial fibrillary acidic protein Abcam (AB5804) Rabbit 1:1000
ACTB Actin, cytoplasmic 1 Sigma (A2228) Mouse 1:5000

MYO7A Unconventional myosin-VIIa Abcam (Ab3481) Rabbit 1:500
MYO7A Unconventional myosin-VIIa DSHB (138-1) Mouse 1:500
MYO7A Unconventional myosin-VIIa Proteus (256790) Rabbit 1:2000



Table S3: Publicly available human embryonic eye and retina RNA-seq data (GEO:
GSE98370) (Mellough et al., 2019). Related to Figure 3.

Sample accession Sample title Timepoint
SAMN06854090 12301 Embryonic CS14 Eye RNA CS14
SAMN06854087 12556 Embryonic CS16 Eye RNA CS16
SAMN06854084 12527 Embryonic CS20 Eye RNA CS20
SAMN06854081 1901 Embryonic CS23 Eye RNA CS23
SAMN06854080 13149 Foetal 1 Retina RNA 63days
SAMN06854077 1940 Foetal 4 Retina RNA 84 days
SAMN06854074 12552 Foetal 6 Retina RNA 98 days
SAMN06854071 12773 Foetal 7 Retina RNA 105 days
SAMN06854070 12xxx1 Foetal 7 Retina RNA 105 days
SAMN06854064 13172 Foetal 9 Retina RNA 119 days
SAMN06854091 191115 Adult Retina RNA 74pcw
SAMN06854092 010813 Adult Retina RNA 77pcw

Table S4: Bulk RNA-seq analysis. Related to Figure 3 and 4.

Table S5: Single cell RNA-seq analysis. Related to Figure 5 and 6.



Supplemental Experimental Procedures

Generation and maintenance of iPSCs

The study was approved by the National Research Ethics Committee London-Dulwich

(11/LO/1243). Skin biopsies were collected from consenting patients or guardians of patients

with a clinical genetic diagnosis of USH1B who attended clinics at Great Ormond Street

Hospital (GOSH) or unaffected individuals as controls. Fibroblasts from patient 1 (USH1B.1),

patient 2 (USH1B.2) and patient 3 (USH1B.3) were reprogrammed to iPSC using Sendai virus

by the HipSci (the human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell Initiative funded by the Wellcome

Trust and MRC, www.hipsci.org), NIHR Cambridge Biomedical Research Centre human

iPSCs core facility and NIHR GOSH Biomedical Research Centre iPSC facility, respectively.

Control.3 iPSC was generated through the same route as USH1B.3, Control.4 iPSC was

generated through the same route as USH1B.2, and control.1 (DF19-9-11T.H) and control.2

(iPS(IMR90)-4) were purchased from WiCell. All iPSCs were cultured on Vitronectin XF (Stem

Cell Technologies, 100-0763) with Essential 8 medium (Gibco, A1517001). iPSC lines

maintained a healthy morphology and growth rate, and expressed pluripotency markers

OCT4, SOX2, TRA-1-60 and NANOG. MYO7A gene mutations were confirmed in patient

iPSCs with Sanger sequencing. Details of mutations are given in Figure S1. iPSC cultures

displayed a normal growth rate and morphology and maintained pluripotency marker

expression. Single- nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) karyotype analysis of the iPSC lines and

passage numbers used are given in Figure S2. SNP microarray analysis was performed using

HumanCytoSNP-12 v2.1 BeadChip Kit from Illumina and Genomestudio 2.0 confirmed the

edited line retained a normal digital karyotype (Data available upon request).

Immunofluorescence and microscopy

Retinal organoids were fixed with 4% PFA solution (Thermo Scientific, 28908) in phosphate

buffer saline (PBS, Oxoid BR0014G) for 30 min at room temperature. Fixed organoids were

washed thrice with PBS and incubated overnight in 30% sucrose (Sigma, S0389) solution in

PBS (or in 7.5% gelatin/5% sucrose in PBS for connecting cilium analysis) before embedding

in OCT (Fisher Scientific, 12678646) and stored at -80°C. Cryosections of frozen organoids

were generated using a Leica cryostat and collected on microslide superfrost plus blue slides

(VWR, 630-0950). For immunostaining, cryosections were left at room temperature for 30 min,

washed once with PBS and incubated with blocking solution 10% donkey serum (Sigma,

D9663), 1% (wt / vol) bovine serum albumin (Merck, A7906), 0.5% Triton X-100 (Merck,

112298) prepared in PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Primary and secondary antibodies were

prepared in the same buffer containing 3% donkey serum, 1% BSA, 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS.

Sections were incubated at room temperature overnight in humidified chamber with primary

antibodies, washed thrice with 0.1% TWEEN 20 (Sigma, P1379) in PBS, 15 min per wash,

followed by incubation with secondary antibodies. After two washes with 0.1% TWEEN 20 in



PBS and one wash with PBS, sections were counterstained with DAPI, before mounting

coverslips with ImmunoFluoroMount (GTX30928). Microscopy was performed using Zeiss

LSM 710 confocal microscope. Image analysis was performed using FIJI (Schindelin et al.,

2012). All primary and secondary antibodies are listed in the Table S2.

Quantification of organoid size and thickness of outer nuclear layer (ONL)

Organoid size was quantified from Fiji image analysis using 7wks organoid size as baseline

because at 6wks, adherent organoids were micro-dissected and transferred to 3D suspension

culture and at 7wks, medium was supplemented with fetal bovine serum, after which an

increase in organoid size was observed. ONL thickness was quantified using Fiji with the areas

measured guided by ARR3 (cone arrestin, cone photoreceptor) or RCVRN (recoverin, pan-

photoreceptor) IHC plus DAPI counterstain in retinal cryosections.

RT-PCR and qRT-PCR

RNA extraction was performed using miRNeasy micro kit (Qiagen, 217084) and cDNA was

synthesised using miScript II RT kit (Qiagen, 218160). RNA was quantified using Thermo

Scientific™ NanoDrop™ One Microvolume UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (13-400-518). RT-

PCR was performed using MyFiTM mix (Meridian Bioscience, BIO-25049) and PCR products

were resolved in UltraPure™ agarose gel (Thermo Scientific, 16500100) stained by SYBR®

Safe DNA Gel Stain (Thermo Scientific, S33102). For qRT-PCR, SYBR green PCR master

mix (Life Technologies, 4309155) was used, and reactions were analysed with Applied

Biosystem 7500 Real Time PCR system. Technical triplicates of independent samples were

prepared. Results were normalised to GAPDH (internal control) and fold change was

calculated using the 2-ΔΔCt method. The sequences of primers used can be found in the Table

S2.

Transmission electron microscope (TEM)

Retinal organoids were fixed with 3% EM grade glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate

buffer and pH 7.4 5 mM CaCl2 for 15 min at room temperature and kept at 4°C before

processing. Organoids were processed at the Institute of Neurology electron microscopy

facility, UCL. TE micrographs were captured using a JEOL JEM-1400 120 kV transmission

electron microscope. 

Western blot analysis

Protein extraction was performed using 1x RIPA Buffer (Cell Signalling Technology, 9806)

supplemented with 1x protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, P8340). Protein

concentration was determined using a Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific,

23225) and analysed by Infinite 200 PRO NanoQuant microplate readers (Tecan). Western

blotting was performed with 20 µg protein per sample. Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)

membrane (GE Healthcare, 10600023) was blocked with 5% non-fat milk (Sigma) overnight



at 4°C before staining with primary antibodies (prepared in 5% non-fat milk) overnight at 4°C

on tube rollers. PVDF membrane was washed thrice with Tris-buffered saline (TBS)-tween 20

(TBST) (TBS and 0.5% Tween 20) solution (15 minutes per wash) before incubation with

secondary antibodies (prepared in TBST) for 2 h at room temperature on shaker. Visualisation

was performed with the Odyssey® CLx Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences).

Immunoblotting of MYO7A was performed using, with DSHB 138-1 anti-MYO7A antibody.

Bulk RNA-sequencing

Total RNA was extracted from retinal organoids and human neural retinal tissue using a

miRNeasy micro kit (Qiagen, 217084). Human tissue was obtained from the Joint Medical

Research Council UK (grant G0700089)/Wellcome Trust (grant GR082557) Human

Developmental Biology Resource (http://www.hdbr.org/) and human adult eyes from

Moorfields Biobank with ethics approval. RNA integrity and quantity were tested with an

Agilent 4200 Tapestation System. A total of 100 ng RNA was processed using the KAPA

mRNA HyperPrep Kit (Roche, KK8580) according to manufacturer’s instructions. In brief,

poly-adenylated mRNAs were isolated, chemically fragmented and primed with random

hexamers, before generation of strand-specific first strand cDNA using reverse transcriptase

in the presence of actinomycin D. Quality of libraries generated was accessed using High

Sensitivity Agilent DNA 1000 assay (Agilent, 5067-4626)) on Agilent TapeStation 4200, before

being enzymatically normalised using a Normalase assay (Swift BioSciences, 66096).

Libraries were sequenced on a S1 flow cell on a NovaSeq 6000 system (Illumina, San Diego,

US) at 0.8 nM using v1.5 SBS chemistry and a 50bp paired-end recipe. Approximately 20

million reads per sample were generated. Data was demultiplexed and FASTQ files generated

using Illumina’s bcl2fast Conversion Software v2.20. FASTQ files were then tagged with the

UMI read (with UMITools) and aligned to the human genome UCSC hg38 using RNA-STAR

2.5.2b. Aligned reads were UMI deduplicated using JE-Suite (1.2.1) and reads per transcript

were counted by FeatureCounts to produce a digital output of gene expression. EdgeR was

used to generate counts per million (CPM), to be used for filtering lowly expressed genes.

Differential expression analysis was performed using limma-voom with cut-off of adjusted p

value < 0.05 for statistical significance. Package clusterProfiler (version 3.0.4) was used for

GO enrichment analysis. 

Single-cell RNA sequencing

Single cell RNA libraries were generated using the Chromium Single Cell 3ʹ Reagent Kits v3

(10X Genomics, CA, USA). The cells were counted using a trypan blue exclusion count assay

with a Bio-Rad Automated Cell Counter TC10 and diluted for loading onto the Chromium

Controller. Loading was performed to target capture of ~8,000 Gel Bead-In-EMulsions (GEMs)

per sample for downstream analysis, and samples were processed through the Chromium



Controller following the standard manufacturer’s specifications. The sequencing libraries were

evaluated for quality on the Agilent TapeStation (Agilent Technologies, USA), and quantified

by using a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen) and pooled libraries were quantified using qPCR

(Applied Biosystems) prior to loading onto an Illumina sequencing platform. The samples were

sequenced at a configuration compatible with the recommended guidelines as outlined by 10X

Genomics. Raw sequence data (.bcl files) generated from Illumina HiSeq was converted into

fastq files and demultiplexed using the 10X Genomics’ cellranger mkfastq command.

Subsequent UMI and cell barcode de-convolution along with mapping to the respective

genome was performed using 10X Genomics’ cellranger software package to generate the

final digital gene expression matrices. 

Data was analysed using the Seurat package. Only cells expressing more than 200 genes

and fewer than 8000 and with mitochondrial gene percentages less than 30% were kept for

further analysis. In total, 19,399 and 20,535 single cells from two independent controls and

from three independent USH1B patients, respectively, remained (control.1 replicate1, 6,607

cells; control.1 replicate 2, 6,315 cells; control.3, 6,477 cells; USH1B.1, 6,653; USH1B.2,

6,983 cells and USH1B.3, 6,899 cells). A total of 39934 cells were integrated with the Seurat

standard protocol and the effect of mitochondrial genes were regressed out using “ScaleData”

function. The top markers for each cluster were identified using the “FindConservedMarkers”

function. Cell identity assignment was performed based on well-defined retinal markers and

two recent single-cell sequencing studies of human retina. Full list of top marker genes used

for cell assignment can be found in Table S. The “FindMarkers” function was used to identify

differentially expressed genes between control and patient cells globally or in a cell/cluster-

specific manner. 

Data availability

RNA-seq data have been deposited in ArrayExpress under accession numbers E_MTAB-

11405 (Bulk RNA-seq) and E-MTAB-11990 (single cell RNA-seq)
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